




For any practitioner faced with the challenge of delivering a successful data migration 
this book is an absolute necessity. 

Dylan Jones, Founder, Data Migration Pro 

PDMv3 provides a valuable resource for project managers or IT practitioners seeking 
structured and consistent approaches to data migration, whether with regards to 
strategy, governance, data analysis, migration design, or testing. PDMv3 guidance, 
advice, and methodology, where followed, enhances the professionalism of anyone 
undertaking a data migration role.

Dr David Hannell MBCS CITP, Writer, Research Analyst, Project Manager

Throughout this book, Johny Morris provides practical experience-based guidance 
to both executive and practitioner on how to overcome the challenges of delivering a 
successful data migration. This edition updated to cover Waterfall, Agile and blended 
approaches brings this work fully up to date. An absolute ‘must read’ for any individual 
or team before starting or rescuing a data migration.

Ian Chapman MBCS CITP, Enterprise Data Architect, Expertechnix Ltd  
and Committee Member, DAMA UK

The book Practical Data Migration by Johny Morris is essential reading for any practitioner 
facing a challenging data migration project. The book covers the most important 
theoretical aspects but is at the same time very practice-oriented and pragmatic. PDMv3 
strategy is the basis for being able to complete projects in time and to budget.

Dr Andreas Martens, Executive Director, qurix Technology GmbH

Johny Morris continues to provide clear and honest guidance to anyone who finds 
themselves having to struggle with the complexities of large-scale data migration. The 
PDM approach has proved invaluable in guiding the data migration team at Guy’s and 
St Thomas’ NHS Foundation Trust.

Dr Tito Castillo MBCS CITP, Founder, Agile Health Informatics Ltd and  
Associate Vice Chair (Standards), BCS Health and Care Executive

Digital transformation are impacting all organisations and a big part of the challenge 
is migrating from your current IT platforms and services. This easy to read book is 
the must have ‘how to’ guide on data migration for executives, data professionals and 
practitioners. It provides an accessible and easy to read guide that covers the many 
forms and dimensions to data migration programmes, from someone who has spent 
years on the sharp side of PDM.

Jason B Perkins, Head of Data and Analytics Architecture, BT



This is one of very few books I’ve read that I have thoroughly enjoyed from start to 
finish. Johny Morris’ style of writing is one I really adapt well too, a great mix of theory 
and experience with highlighted summary, risks and advice passages throughout. Over 
many years I have stressed the importance that PDM activity is owned and driven by the 
business, something that is overlooked when technology solutions are designed, tested 
and implemented. A ‘must have’ book for any BA or IT professional’s library!

Mark Thompson, Lead Business Analyst (Banking Division), Close Brothers

My first comments on reading Practical Data Migration were ‘AMEN’ and ‘YES’. The key 
differentiator of PDM from many other methodologies is the word ‘Practical’. Theory has 
a simple goal of migrating data from a tired old system to a shiny new one. Practical 
covers ‘user enhancements’.

Sean Barker FBCS CEng, Retired (previously with BAE Systems)

This book is THE authoritative guide to data migration principles and practices and an 
essential ‘go-to’ guide for anyone in business or IT involved in data migration projects. 
It is refreshingly jargon-free, and provides a systematic and proven methodology to 
address both the technical and cultural challenges of data migration.

Nigel Turner, Principal Consultant, Global Data Strategy Ltd

Whether this is your first or twenty-first data migration, PDMv3 will gives practical and 
experienced advice to improve the success of your data migration project. Johny Morris 
highlights useful tips, real-life experience and golden rules. An essential read for any 
manager or practitioner.

Mark Dodd CITP, Think Smart Limited

Data migrations are infrequent, and expertise in this challenging but important field is 
rare. This new edition of a well-established book, updated to reflect technical advances, 
provides essential reading not only for members of project teams working on data 
migration but also for their managers.

Mike Andersson, Director, Andstrom Consulting &  
Vice Chair (Standards), BCS Health and Care Executive

PDMv3 is the perfect guide to data migration operations! Its comprehensive coverage 
of data migration procedures and themes is incredibly structured and fluid. It is clear, 
concise, and deliberate in its delivery of what you need to know to move your data from 
one system to another successfully.

Kudzai Muchenje, Regional Operations Analyst,  
African Development Bank Group
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INTRODUCTION

This introduction explains the scope of this book and of the methodology it defines. It 
describes the audiences likely to get the most benefit from it.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK AND WHO SHOULD READ IT?

This book is designed as a teach-yourself guide to data migration. It is written by a 
consultant with many years’ experience in data migration to give you a series of steps, 
developed in real-life situations, that will get you from an empty new system to one that 
is populated, working and backed by the user population.

There are two types of reader who will find this book essential – the executive and the 
practitioner. 

The executive will be the person sponsoring the bigger programme of which this a 
part, and signing off on the shutting down of existing systems and cutover to new ones. 
You may be a practising or a lapsed technologist or you may have no technological 
experience at all, but you want to know how to control a data migration project. 

The practitioner is the technologist with the prospect of delivering a looming data 
migration project and sensibly reaching for assistance. You could also be a practitioner 
who is interested in moving into this area of activity.

WHAT TYPE OF DATA MIGRATION IS COVERED?

Data migration projects take on many forms. The classic one is where a new system 
is to be implemented and needs to be primed with data from the legacy systems. This 
I call an enterprise application migration: the scale of the transformation is one of 
reengineering a significant function of an organisation or the whole organisation.

There are also system consolidation programmes, either spawned by businesses 
merging or by a drive for standardisation. There are system upgrades, and these 
also require data migration. However, whatever the spur for data migration, the same 
problems will have to be faced, and this book will guide you past the pitfalls. For the 
sake of simplicity and consistency, unless there is a specific reason to indicate differing 
approaches for different types of data migration, I am going to refer to the old/existing 
data as the ‘legacy’ and the destination as the ‘target’.
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Practical Data Migration version 3 (PDMv3) scales to any size of transformation but can 
scale down to be used on small-scale business change, although common sense will tell 
you where there are elements that should be pruned to fit. Have a look at recommended 
team size notes within Chapter 4, ‘Migration Strategy and Governance’.

WHAT IS NOT COVERED IN THIS BOOK?

This book is system-neutral. It is aimed at large-scale data migration projects visible 
to the end-user population. It does not cover the detail of upgrading from one version 
of popular software to another, unless it involves unloading and reloading data, which 
may face all the issues of data preparation that a move to a different software platform 
would entail. It does not cover changes to operating systems or hardware. For every 
change like that there are courses available and, if there is a sufficiently large market, 
books will emerge. This book is aimed at the gap in the methodologies that allow you to 
develop the perfect system but say nothing about how you get the best legacy data out 
of the flaky old systems you are trying to leave behind. 

This book also does not cover the regular movement of data that support business 
information type applications, be they data warehouses, data marts, master data 
management or management information systems (MIS). It is aimed at a project 
environment where there is a clear need to move data as a ‘one-off’ to populate a new 
database.

Processes, projects and programmes

A project is a one-off enterprise event with a beginning, middle and end. A business 
process is cyclical. Individual items will move through from start event to final product 
delivery, but the process itself never stops. Know the difference. Projects require different 
management skills from processes, have different deliverables and different timelines, 
but it is surprising how easy it is to get the two confused. Superficial similarities hide 
the essential differences. 

A programme is a set of projects that constitute a bigger whole. I find it useful, as you 
will see, to distinguish the tasks of the data migration team from those of the testing 
team, training team, target system design, build team etc.

Data migration and data management

Data migration has a close relationship with data management and shares many of its 
tools and techniques. However, it has its own distinct activities as it works to a different 
end. It focuses and prioritises in a different way. It is a project not a process. Data 
migration is linear, not cyclical.

Passing responsibility for data migration to the data management team without 
providing them with additional training is unlikely to be successful.
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INTRODUCTION

THE EXECUTIVE READER

Since its first publication in 2006, Practical Data Migration (PDM) has quickly established 
itself as the primary data migration text, with thousands of copies sold worldwide. 
This is the third edition of that book (PDMv3), updated to take account of technological 
changes and the maturing of the supply of services in this area.

This book will demystify the plethora of terms with which we technologists love to 
surround our activities. 

It will illustrate the sort of controls you should expect to see from a well-managed 
data migration project. It explains the perverse incentives that can create fundamental 
misalignments between the client and supplier of data migration services. This leads 
on to the sorts of contracts you should write with suppliers to protect all parties. It has 
tools for estimating budgets for the data migration elements and the amount of work 
you must be prepared for, even in the best managed of projects. It illustrates the steps 
you should expect an experienced data migration consultant to execute. 

So, if you are responsible for hiring consultancy resources or are overseeing an in-house 
project, PDMv3 will arm your project with the tools needed to stay on top of the project.

Section 1 is for you. It explains why data migration projects are intrinsically difficult and 
why there is such a high failure rate. It explains why you should insist that all parties to 
the migration work to PDMv3 standards if you are to succeed. It gives you an overview 
of PDMv3 so that you can converse with the practitioners in confidence.

THE PRACTITIONER

If you are a practitioner about to embark on a data migration project for the first time 
(or even the second or third time) you are right to feel daunted by the scale of the task. 
Bad start-up data are the curse of many a good project. It is not a subject that is well 
covered in most computing courses. It might not even seem that glamorous. Well, do not 
worry; follow the methods and principles in this book and you will be guided to success. 
You will even make lasting allies out there in the real world of your enterprise. Because 
this book is also intended for both experienced practitioners and newcomers to data 
migration, you may occasionally find yourself being told things that are the common 
currency of your daily working life. I would advise you to stick with it. Data migration 
uses many commonplace concepts in subtly different ways.

Read Section 1 for an overview, then Section 2 where the PDMv3 modules are covered 
in detail. If your project is in deep trouble and you are buying this book in the hope that 
it will get you out of trouble, there is also Section 3. Browse the rest of the book before 
diving in there, though, because it uses concepts that are explained elsewhere.

WHAT IS NEW TO VERSION THREE OF PRACTICAL DATA MIGRATION?

PDMv3 builds on the success of PDMv1 and PDMv2. Anyone who has mastered the 
underlying principles of PDM will find that they are unchanged here. The most significant  
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changes reflect the adoption of new technology over the years since the second edition 
was published in 2012, the further maturation of the market for data migration services 
and the, now commonplace, use of Agile practices. 

Some existing features have been given greater prominence such as testing, and release 
and configuration management.

When the last book was published, Agile working, although it had been around for a 
while, was not commonplace on projects. Now it is ubiquitous and has settled down into 
a particular format. PDMv3 explains how both Waterfall and Agile work within a PDM 
framework but also how a blend of the two is the most common version encountered 
in the real world.

New chapters have been added to show how to use PDMv3 modules as objects that 
provide services to Agile projects rather than as a Waterfall of activities. 

Of course, there are also the many small and subtle changes that eight plus years of 
additional practice have suggested.

PARAGRAPH STYLES

To make the text easier to follow I have adopted a number of style devices. 

Instructional text will appear in paragraphs like this one. 

There are also:

Anecdotes: these record real-life experiences and illustrate the point I am making 
in the main body of the text.

Hints: these are tricks and tips that I have found to work. These should, of course, 
be applied with circumspection based on your knowledge of the culture and 
structure of the environment in which you are working.

There will also be:

Golden Rules: you will be introduced to four Golden Rules that underlie and govern 
this approach. They are the most significant things to take away from this book. 
Learn them by heart and, whatever else you find expedient to change, stick with 
them and you will have increased your chances of success many times over. 
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And there are:

Definitions: as well as the Golden Rules there are also other key ideas, unique to 
this approach, that need to be carefully defined. So that you can find them again 
easily later, they are in boxes like this.

Additionally, each chapter will start with a quick overview of what is inside and conclude 
with a summary of what you should take away with you from that chapter. The overview 
will look like this:

In this introduction you will be told the scope and purpose of this book and its intended 
readership. You will be given an indication of why following this approach will increase your 
chances of success.

And the chapter review will be like this:

This chapter explained the scope of this book and of the methodology it defines. It 
describes the audiences likely to get the most benefit from it. I have familiarised 
you with the paragraph styles that will be used to guide you through the book.
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1 DATA MIGRATION: WHAT’S ALL THE FUSS?

This chapter explains what an enterprise application data migration is and looks at the key 
mistakes that lead to the high failure rate of data migrations across the board. It also explains 
the responsibility gap and why it is instrumental in most failing data migration projects.

WHAT IS DATA MIGRATION?

This book is about data migration, or more properly enterprise application migration, 
by which I do not mean the relocation of data centres or the regular movement of data 
between, say, a business system and a data warehouse. Data migration is the one-off 
movement of data from old systems to a new repository. It is a one-way trip with no 
return. More formally I define data migration as:

Data migration is the selection, preparation, extraction, transformation and 
permanent movement of appropriate data that are of the right quality, to the right 
place, at the right time, and the decommissioning of legacy data stores, to deliver 
the business transformation aspirations of the organisation.

Each of these clauses is important because collectively they are the key technical and 
business activities that deliver the changes the organisation is aiming for.

 y Selection – in modern, post-client–server environments, there are often multiple 
potential sources of data. Practical Data Migration version 3 (PDMv3), which this 
book describes, acknowledges this and will show you how to make selections that 
balance technical, business and project needs.

 y Preparation, extraction, transformation – data quality is one of the most significant 
challenges to any data migration. Even where data are fine in their existing setting 
they may not work in the new environment. PDMv3 will show you how transformation 
rules are generated that have business as well as technical relevance.

 y Permanent – PDMv3 is for enterprise application data migration where the data 
are permanently to be moved from source to target, not the cyclical integration 
that occurs between transactions and reporting systems, for instance. This is 
significant because there is no going back from it.

 y Movement – there has been an explosion of software tools available to transport 
data from source to location. This book will introduce you to the various options 
and explain their strengths and weaknesses.
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 y Right quality – in the tight timescales of modern data migration projects you do not 
have time to perfect data. PDMv3 has tools and techniques that will allow you to get 
your prioritisation decisions right from both a technical and a business perspective.

 y Right place – it is imperative that the date is not just placed in the correct field but 
that it is consistent with other data (e.g. the right date of birth associated with the 
right person).

 y Right time – the business driver for data migration projects usually includes some 
time-based criteria. PDM will introduce you to tools and techniques that will allow 
you to stay in control of your project.

 y Legacy data stores – these are usually databases or spreadsheets but can be 
reports, notebooks, rolodexes etc., not just databases.

 y Decommissioning – PDMv3 is for enterprise application data migration. Although 
the legacy data stores may persist for other purposes, the data that have been 
extracted, and the business processes they were supporting, will be permanently 
moved to the target. Implicit in a data migration project as opposed to a system 
integration process is that the legacy data store(s) will cease to exist (at least from 
the point of view of the impacted group). There will be a point of no return. This 
book will show you how to use this to your advantage in business engagement 
activities and to ensure the elegant closedown of legacy systems.

 y Business transformation – you only perform enterprise application migrations for 
business reasons. There will always be some business transformation involved. 
As you will see when you get to them, the Golden Rules of PDM are predicated on 
this truth.

First, the bad news

As an industry we are appalling at data migration. Figures suggest a range of 40 per cent 
to over 50 per cent of data migration projects are over time,1 over budget or fail entirely.

Outside the public sector, with its greater transparency, it often seems like 
everybody else is succeeding. This makes it so much harder to admit to having 
difficulties. The feeling I often encounter is ‘If everybody else is doing it so well, why 
can’t we?’ Well, let me reassure you, almost everybody else is doing just as badly. 
Those of us on the inside wince at the millions of dollars we see wasted on failed 
or floundering data migrations.

So to contextualise that, if you are embarking on a $5m project due to complete in 12 
months, say for next March, expect it to finish next August and expect to have to go back 
to the board for an additional $1.5m. And that’s if you are lucky. It could be longer and 
much more expensive. 

Still feeling good about taking on this challenge? Stick with PDM and you will have vastly 
increased the chance of still having a career at the end of it (I’m joking, of course – but  

1 Bloor Research (2011) ‘Data Migration’. www.bloorresearch.com/research/data-migration-2011-p1/;  
www.datamigrationpro.com/survey (2014)
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using PDM could improve your career prospects). Various studies have shown that using 
a proven methodology greatly increases your chances of on-time, on-budget, zero-defect 
migrations.2

So, what usually goes wrong?

If the chances of getting your data migration exercise right, on your own, using an 
approach developed in-house, is significantly worse than using a tried-and-tested 
methodology like PDM, what are the areas that most often trip up the unwary?

 y Techno-centricity – seeing data migration as a purely technical problem. Given the 
choices over data selection, data preparation, data quality, decommissioning etc., 
the business needs to provide guidance and understanding and take ownership of  
the historic data. PDMv3 is built around business ownership of the migration process.

The surveys referenced above recorded that successful data migrations put 
business engagement and support of the migration ahead of everything else 
in terms of success criteria.

 y Lack of specialist skills – data migration analysts need to have an eclectic mix 
of skills. They need to have the business-facing skills of a business analyst but 
also the technical understanding that allows them to interface effectively with 
their technical colleagues when discussing solutions and the use of migration 
software. They need to be able to facilitate understanding between their technical 
and business colleagues. They also need project leadership skills to manage a 
virtual team of business and technical staff. Finally, they need an understanding 
of a formal process, if everything they do is not to be reactive and made up on the 
hoof.

 y Underestimating – not knowing the scale of the activities that need to be 
undertaken leads to underestimating. This is especially true of the unforeseen 
amount of data preparation activity required. PDMv3 provides a framework of 
activities that allows for more consistent planning and manages all data issues 
through a single, integrated and consistent process.

 y Uncontrolled recursion – you will see, when I look at the responsibility gap next, 
how easy it is to fall into the vortex of uncontrolled recursion where problems get 
batted back and forth across an unnecessary boundary between the project and 
the business.

What is rarely a problem (indeed so rare that I can remember only one example where 
it was the case) is the migration technology itself. 

This is not to say that you do not have to exercise care in specifying, writing, testing 
and deploying technology, but that these are activities that over the last 30 or 40 years  

2 Bloor Research (2011) ‘Data Migration’. www.bloorresearch.com/research/data-migration-2011-p1/;  
www.datamigrationpro.com/survey (2014)
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This problem software was not the fault of individual software engineers but a 
consequence of the stop–start history of the programme. However, by using the 
tight iterations and system architecture described in Chapters 15, ‘Agile, Waterfall 
and Blended’, and 16, ‘Release and Configuration Management’, we effectively ran a 
trial migration every two weeks, allowing us to tune our migration software before 
the real cutover.

we, as an industry, have grown good at. If you add to that the better software that is 
out there now to perform data migration functions, it is not surprising that you can 
produce good, fit-for-purpose data migration software. There are, however, a number 
of common confusions at the heart of data migration projects, so that when they go 
astray, the unwary can be led into thinking that the migration software is to blame when, 
as the people who wrote it will tell you, it was written, tested and performs exactly 
to specification. To understand why the specifications can be so often incomplete or 
misunderstood, you need to appreciate the responsibility gap.

The responsibility gap
To explain the responsibility gap let us start with what I generally call the naïve or 
industry-standard view of a data migration.

At one end of an imaginary pipeline there are the legacy systems. At the other end there 
is the target. In between there are the data extraction routines, some transformations 
where data are enriched, combined, separated and modified to fit the target, and the 
load programs that will write data to the target. How hard can that be?

To understand why this is naïve let us look at a typical migration story. 

There is a point in the project timeline, provided by the suppliers of the new system, 
that indicates when they will be ready for the first cut of your company’s data. OK, so 
that point has slipped a little due to some unplanned changes to tailor the solution 
to your particular needs. The supplier’s account manager and project manager do 
not appear that fazed by it, so you assume that it is a normal situation. Your project 
manager has assigned a lead analyst and technical resources and given them a briefing 
on the requirements. It is obvious where the data will come from – the system you are 
replacing – it is obvious where they are going. The migration team are reporting back to 
the steering group regularly. Load program specifications, design, build and test goes 
ahead to plan.

Then you come to the first test load of real data, and it all goes wrong. Half the data are 
missing, defects known to the enterprise but not formally acknowledged come to light, 
and suddenly a plethora of new data sources are revealed. You are now running late, 
and the rework required starts to threaten your end dates. 

But how could this happen? You only had green or amber progress reports up until now. 
How can computer programs that worked so well when tested in development be so 
deficient when used with target load software?
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You may even be told by your migration guys that it is infuriatingly difficult to get the 
business to correct its data, even where they are faulty in a way that would have been 
wrong in the old system. This is compounded by adjustments that are needed because 
of the enhanced processing of the new applications. Why are those business users so 
careless of their data and reluctant to fix them? You ask for some executive pressure to 
be applied to these departments to provide the business resources the project needs.

You are also beginning to feel the squeeze from your software implementation suppliers. 
They point to the contract. Your procurement department put in some pretty stringent 
liquidated damages clauses to encourage them to hit target. Quite reasonably they 
limited their liability to those items they could control. It is your responsibility to provide 
them with good data. Now you have used up one of your three test loads. The second 
is scheduled for two weeks’ time. If you miss that deadline then the team earmarked 
to support this activity will be standing idle, and idle time is charged on a time-and-
materials, full-rate-card basis.

More than a few weeks and those charges could seriously compromise your budget.

You go back to your migration programmers. They give you news you do not want to 
hear. Yes, they could make use of the next dummy load, but only with 25 per cent of the 
live records. It would test the end-to-end load process and they could bolster the data 
run with some test data. As for the other 75 per cent of the records, well, they are still 
working on an answer as to when those will be ready, but it is increasingly looking like 
you will need to switch to a phased delivery.

In the meantime, your supplier sympathises with your predicament and offers the use 
of some additional, experienced resources, on a time-and-materials basis, to assist your 
team. More expense to your already compromised budget, and can you justify it to your 
top-level governance board?

There are many reasons why projects go wrong like this.

One is that, in the anarchy of the personal and mobile computer world, each IT-literate 
individual in each department will have their own set of spreadsheets and mini-
databases, some running on corporate hardware, some on various mobile devices. 
Some, totally unacknowledged, will be crucial to your enterprise’s processes, often 
filling in for the inadequacies of current systems (and if they are not inadequate, why 
are they being replaced?). Each of these unofficial systems will be different in format 
and quality and there will be difficulties linking them together. 

The largest number of individual data sources I have encountered on any one site 
ran to over 400. We narrowed it down to 300 potential sources, and in the end 
used data from less than 100. And, yes, we had been told in advance that all the 
information we needed was in 12 corporate systems.
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Secondly, there will be data issues in the legacy system. Some will be well known among 
the user community (and, in part, the cause of the rise in locally built solutions), others 
will only be discovered when the databases are examined for migration.

Of course, no one will have warned you about this. Often senior management will be 
unaware of, or uncomfortable to share, this fact. And, given the silo nature of enterprise 
structures, the view of the user data you have been given will be that of the senior 
managers.

Now look at it from a user perspective. A team from the project arrives with all their 
technical skills. They assume responsibility for loading the data. Even where you know 
it is flawed, your protestations are ignored, often in the most patronising of ways. The 
project team goes away, and you do not hear anything for a while; then suddenly a flood 
of data that will not load is cascaded back on you to fix. Your opinion of the arrogant 
technologists is confirmed, and you flounder in the deluge, without tools, mechanisms 
or resources to cope. Quite reasonably, you complain up the management chain that 
delivery of cleaned data, in the timescales demanded, is impossible.

At this point something significantly bad will have happened to the project and enterprise 
relationship. The enterprise will have accepted the passive role offered to it. They may 
be disgruntled, but the project team have indicated that they have the technology and 
the tools to migrate data from A to B. The project team appeared confident that their 
technology could cope. But apparently it does not. Why did those technologists ignore 
what they were being told?

From the technologists’ perspective the dastardly enterprise is providing data in entirely 
the wrong format, from bizarre locations. The technologists were also expecting the 
data in the corporate business systems to be fit for purpose, and where it was not, for 
the business to shamefacedly accept responsibility and jump to fix it.

The elegantly written software will of course throw out errors (or worse, simply break 
down) but the business does not see it as its problem and is reluctant to take ownership 
of its own data.

The implicit contract between enterprise and the project has gone wrong. They have 
misled one another. The enterprise was expecting to be getting on with the day job while 
the technologists got on with the data. Now a lot of extra work is coming its way. This 
was not what was promised! What has been confirmed though, is the arrogance of a 
project team deaf to the experience, knowledge and advice of the enterprise.

Expectations on both sides are confounded, and relationships descend into a spiral 
of mutual recriminations. The two sides stop talking, let alone cooperating, and 
communication is funnelled through formal, time-consuming and inefficient processes. 
There is much scrap and rework going on, compromising end dates.

A similar problem is arising with your supplier partners. On their side of the contract, 
the software suppliers see themselves as the innocent victims of this problem with 
your enterprise’s data. They cannot be expected to suffer materially because of that, 
can they?
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So, why have you got to this pretty pass? The reason is, of course, that there has been a 
subtle (often, in politically charged environments a not-so-subtle) shift of responsibility. 
The project has, in the eyes of the enterprise, taken on the responsibility for getting 
existing data into the new system. And that includes cleansing and preparing the data. 
The project, however, knows that their technologists do not have the business domain 
knowledge to do this. The software suppliers are also often contractually bound not to 
correct errors and inconsistencies in enterprise data. The relations between all parties 
founder on these basic misunderstandings.

It might seem easy to correct this, but in my experience with modern, lean, efficient 
companies and departments, whose key personnel may have been pulled around 
considerably in the development process, it can be extremely hard for a compromise 
to be reached. Bad feelings persist. This ruins any possible cooperation. The migration 
team feel they have been given an impossible task with uncooperative work colleagues 
and unbending suppliers. The business feels abused and betrayed. You suspect that the 
suppliers, having been through this cycle before, should have done more to warn you. 
The suppliers feel they have gone beyond the letter of the contract to assist you and are 
now being blamed for falling back on a contract that you largely dictated when things 
start to go wrong.

In the three-way relationship between client technologists, business users and the 
supplier, no one is prepared to take full responsibility for data management. Each will 
own its part, but all the parts do not make a whole.

Experience shows that legacy databases will have all sorts of data of questionable value. 

I was consulting on a migration for a company where the industry regulator had 
insisted that for competition reasons, data relating to different customer classes 
had to be in physically separate databases. The decision was taken to clone the 
main database into two, extract one set of customer records and write them to 
the carbon copy application. Even in these circumstances, where there was nearly 
zero transformation, up to 20 per cent of the records would not migrate. Changes 
to validation rules over time, recoveries from old system crashes and the use of 
fields for unofficial purposes meant that many records were rejected. And this was 
going from like to like. Just imagine how many more errors there are when going 
from an old system to a completely different new one

A large percentage of data quality issues can be fixed within the information technology 
function using simple programming. It is relatively easy to restructure dates to a new 
format, or match addresses to a known source of good addresses and correct them. 
However, there will always be problems that need business input. And these problems 
are often the hardest and most intractable to fix.
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A memorable event occurred on a migration in a heavily regulated industry. 
Having successfully completed the migration of their commercial customers they 
came to work on their domestic ones. On examination they found that out of a 
population of several million up to 20 per cent of their domestic customers were on 
commercial tariffs. From a technical point of view the fix was quite easy and could 
be completed within an afternoon. A simple table with two columns, one domestic 
and one commercial, would be created. At migration time the load program would 
look up the tariff code in one column and apply the code in the other: simple. From 
a business point of view, it was not that easy. There were billing issues of over- 
and underpayments for people on the wrong tariffs; there were sales tax issues 
because the commercial customers and domestic customers had different tax 
rates; there were regulatory issues of not complying with running a transparent 
market where all domestic tariffs were openly advertised; there were public 
relations issues of how this would play with the media; there were commercial 
issues around the number of call centre staff that would be required if 20 per cent 
of the domestic customers suddenly found themselves on new tariffs and decided 
to call in. And so on and so on. It took months of inter-departmental meetings and 
discussion to resolve.

What then happens is that many data issues are cascaded back into the business as 
‘business problems’. Your colleagues in middle management and providing frontline 
service to paying customers are not enthusiastic about receiving this deluge of data 
quality issues. As those of us who have been here before know, the most difficult 
problems are also the ones that the IT project team cannot fix. In the example above it 
was way beyond the technical department’s remit to make a call on how to handle a 
misapplication of tariffs.

This misuse of tariffs was a genuine data issue caused by process failure, and probably 
validation failures, in the legacy system. However, there is a second common set of 
equally challenging problems that are often collected under the title ‘semantic issues’.

Semantic issues arise where there is a genuine disagreement as to the definition 
of a business term or the use of fields in corporate systems.

A common example of a semantic issue is the definition of ‘customer’. If your business is 
selling to large corporations, is the ‘customer’ the top legal entity? Or the department or 
depot that signs the purchase order? Or the subsidiary company who uses the product? 
Or some mixture of all of these?

Other common examples of semantic issues are product and location.

Resolving semantic issues are beyond the competency of the technologist. It is the 
technologist’s responsibility to facilitate the resolution of these issues. You can 
implement the definition once it is agreed, but you cannot create the definition. I often  
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think of the example of three directors looking down on the shop floor. The human 
resources director sees job roles, skills and hierarchies of occupations; the finance 
director sees capital and operational cost centres, capital assets and consumables; the 
production director sees processes, equipment and labour. All of them are right, but 
their perception is different.

Generally, these semantic issues have been resolved in the legacy systems and 
processes, with staff routinely working around the official process so that their day 
jobs are possible. However, they all surface when you try to unpick compromises and 
workarounds to load data.

And, talking of workarounds, there are also various locally devised uses of under-utilised 
fields in legacy databases that confound the technologist. You find letters in fields that 
are supposed to be numeric, you find strange reoccurring patterns (regular expressions) 
in fields that are supposed to be unused, you find values way outside an accepted range 
(customers that are over 200 years old, for instance). Some are just accidents of history, 
program glitches and system crashes of long ago, but many are there because they 
facilitated a business process that was not adequately supported.

I was told an apocryphal tale, when I was working with a financial services client, 
of a table of credit card rates where one set of cards had negative interest rates. 
Now, we all know that no credit card company is that generous. It transpired that 
these cards were part of a special scheme and needed processing in a different 
manner from the others. The negative interest rates were trapped during the 
payment processing batch run and the records were filtered out into an error file 
where they were subsequently picked up by a parallel process. This was a classic 
case of using a feature of the existing software to perform processing that would 
otherwise have been difficult and expensive to accommodate.

Finally, when it comes to automated business processes, there are all the semi-official 
offline processes that are performed. These range from the reworking of invoices to 
allow for special discount schemes that the old system could not cope with to manual 
records held by warehouse staff for those limited stock items that cannot be properly 
racked and for which the old system did not have a location.

I know from experience that you will come across all these issues and more, the 
resolution of which will involve your business colleagues. Techno-centricity – 
emphasising the technology over the human side – will inevitably lead to problems that 
cause friction between technologist and business colleague. This friction is exacerbated 
by an apparent volte-face by the project that appeared to own the data issues, until they 
got difficult, and then it handed them back to the business. 

The result of this misplaced expectation is known as the ‘responsibility gap’ and is one 
of the commonest features of failing migration projects. There are frustrated client-side 
technologists with questions they cannot answer, waiting for a response from their 
business colleagues. There are irritated business staff drowning under a deluge of data  
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quality requests after apparently having been promised a relatively easy ride. There is  
a supplier sitting waiting for the quality of data it was promised in the contract.

The principal symptom is the uncontrolled recursion that characterises a failing project, 
where a vortex of data quality issues swirls around between a confused technical side 
and a disengaged business side, each side looking to the other to fix data issues in a 
muddle of roles.

It is into this responsibility gap that most failing data migration projects fall.

A model is needed where the three parties are collective owners of the process by 
which the project reaches its successful conclusion, as well as enjoying the success of 
the journey’s end. 

You need a single virtual team.

The responsibility gap is one of the most common indicators that a project is 
failing, often way before data loads start to fail or solutions are rejected in user 
acceptance testing. Watch out for it on your project. In the following chapters I 
advise why these problems occur and how to avoid them.

How to avoid the responsibility gap There is an old joke about a farmer being asked 
for directions by a lost tourist and replying, ‘If you want to get there, I wouldn’t start 
from here.’ I have a similar feeling about the responsibility gap. You are far better off 
avoiding the responsibility gap than having to fix it. After reading Chapter 2, ‘Golden 
Rules and Super SMART Tasks’ and Chapter 3, ‘PDMv3 Overview’, you will see how 
PDMv3 will address all the issues that contribute to these problems, thus preventing 
them occurring in the first place. This leaves you with a controlled project where all 
necessary parties are working in a collaborative way.

On the other hand, if you have come across this book late in your project life cycle 
and many of these issues are manifest, there are suggestions in Chapter 17, ‘Rescuing 
Failing Data Migration Projects’, where I explain how to bring a runaway data migration 
project back under control. 

WATERFALL VS AGILE

All the issues highlighted here are common to both Agile and Waterfall projects. If 
anything, they might be worse in Agile projects because trained, experienced data 
migration professionals may be spread too thinly across the project, or not present at 
all. Within Waterfall a systemic problem is visible at programme level. This is less the 
case in Agile, where programme visibility of common problems is harder to achieve. 
As you will see, the DQR process is applicable in both Agile and Waterfall settings and 
secures the resolution of semantic issues to the satisfaction of both technology and 
business colleagues.
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In this section I have covered the definition of data migration, reviewed the 
appalling industry performance in this area and looked at the various challenges 
you need to overcome. You have been introduced to semantic issues and why it 
is so hard to overcome them, and shown what I mean by the responsibility gap.
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